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On 11 March 2010, the Parliament of Sweden voted to endorse 
a motion calling for recognition of the “1915 genocide of Armenians, 
Assyrians/Syriacs/Chaldaeans and Pontic Greeks” as a historical fact.1 
The motion, which passed the vote by narrow majority, stirred an emo-
tionally charged debate, with allegations on the one hand of history 
being politicized, and on the other hand accusations of genocide denial 
for the sake of good relations with Turkey, the successor state to the 
crumbling empire of 1915’s perpetrators. Sweden’s government, for 
which the Parliament’s resolution was a source of diplomatic embar-
rassment, maintained that history should be left to the historians, not 
to legislative assemblies. Those who supported the recognition of the 
atrocities committed against Ottoman Christians as an act of genocide 
argued that the historians had already established the facts. The geno-
cide was a reality and it was now the politicians’ duty to urge Turkey 
to face its own history. But while the plight of the Armenians and of 
other Christians in Eastern Anatolia was never disputed in the debate, 
the Pontic (or Pontian) Greeks mentioned among the victims seemed to 
raise a few eyebrows. One commentator claimed that there had never 
been a genocide of the Greeks once inhabiting the region of Pontos in 
northern Turkey, and that the Swedish Parliament and certain histo-
rians had bestowed an “inaccurate historiography with legitimacy.”2 
Few seemed to recall ever having heard of this community and an event 
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that nonetheless was recognized as true. Responses to this assertion 
ranged from awkward uncertainty among those who had voted in favor 
of the resolution and outrage from Sweden’s Pontian Greek community. 
“What makes him an expert of our history?” stated a representative of 
that community. “We just want recognition and in the end an apology 
from the Turkish people.”3

This book examines the distinctive forms that collective memories 
take and the ways in which they find acceptance as facts, in an age of 
human rights and an emerging cosmopolitan culture of remembrance. 
More specifically, it examines how the notion of the Greek genocide has 
come into being, and how different forces, circumstances and debates 
have shaped this “memory” over the course of the past three decades. 
Memories do not arise from a void. Whether they stem from lived 
 experience or are constructed for a purpose, they always reflect a cer-
tain historical, cultural and political setting. Although a configuration 
of recent vintage, the “Greek genocide” refers to an event, or series of 
events, which, known as the Asia Minor Catastrophe, had lived for more 
than half a century before in the collective remembrance and national 
imagination of Greeks. Some of the Swedish MPs might have been 
aware of the population exchange between Greece and Turkey in 1923, 
through which around 1.2 million Anatolian Greeks and 400,000 Balkan 
Muslims were forcibly expelled from their homelands. Perhaps they also 
knew that this event had been the precedent of the ethnic cleansing car-
ried out on a much grander scale in Central and Eastern Europe during 
and after World War II. But what the petitioners of the motion asked for 
was political recognition of a new interpretation of these events, which 
sought to make sense of them not just within the context of a national 
past, or Greek-Turkish relations, but within a broader framework of 
crimes against humanity. According to the advocates of this interpreta-
tion, the catastrophe of the Greek inhabitants of the Ottoman Empire 
must not be understood in isolation from but rather as a parallel to the 
(internationally much better known) Armenian genocide.

In order to understand why this redefinition of national experi-
ence, or collective remembrance, came about, we need to consider the 
 intricate set of processes that is globalization and its impact on local 
contexts. The preoccupation of Swedish politicians with the tragic fate 
of the Ottoman Empire’s Christian minorities nearly a century ago sig-
nals the coming of transnational history-cultural concerns into a society 
unaffected by (and largely unaware of) the historical event in question. 
These concerns are the outcome of intertwined and mutually reinforcing 
processes—globalization, transnational and institutionalized remem-
brance of the Holocaust as a new form of “cosmopolitan memory,” and 
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growing attention to human rights issues—which all gained momentum 
at the end of the Cold War.4 While it is all too easy to assume that state 
boundaries erode as the result of the nation state’s decline, or that all 
aspects of human life necessarily mirror the economic transactions that 
take place on a global level, there is much to be said for the observa-
tion that transnational migration, new technologies and other processes 
influence how a growing number of people around the world perceive 
themselves and others. Even those who resist globalization must find 
ways to come to terms with it. Its influence is, among other things, to 
be found in the ways in which the Holocaust has been reconfigured as 
a sort of “cosmopolitan” past that transcends national boundaries, as 
an event of European, if not global, significance. Attention to the Nazis’ 
destruction of European Jewry has shifted from debates about its ori-
gins and nature to a broader emphasis on its public remembrance; how 
it was remembered, how it should have been remembered, and, conse-
quently, how it can and ought to be remembered in the future. This is 
not merely an academic debate. Films, speeches, commemorative dates, 
museum exhibits and other media highlight these issues. Educators 
look to the Holocaust to teach their students the values of democracy 
and tolerance, while political leaders across the Western world evoke it 
to reaffirm the state’s commitment to these values, using the event as 
a negative example to tell its citizens precisely what their society is not.

From being treated as a mere side effect of World War II, the 
Holocaust has taken center stage as the “absolute evil” of the modern 
age.5 This and the increasing willingness of states to admit guilt for 
their own part in this and other events in the past, sometimes mending 
wrongs by making reparations to victims of earlier state policies,6 have 
contributed to change common views about history as something that 
imbues the present with meaning. No longer is the progress or heroic 
exploits of nations the dominant sort of history from which meaningful 
lessons are drawn, or ideas about the human condition are nurtured, 
in the Western world, but more so the moral collapse that from time to 
time has marked the twentieth century: the two world wars, the total-
itarian ideologies and the phenomenon of genocide, the “crime of all 
crimes” known to mankind. States are neither the only parties involved 
in memory politics. Public Holocaust remembrance has opened, in the 
words of David B. MacDonald, a window of opportunity for substate 
actors to draw attention to their own historical or current predica-
ments.7 Meanwhile, the human rights challenge to state sovereignty 
and the renewed significance of the genocide concept as perpetrators 
of atrocities face trial in international courts of law at the dawn of the 
new millennium pave the way for the, more or less, forgotten tragedies 
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of the past. The most notable example is the Armenian genocide, carried 
out by the Young Turks in the shadow of World War I, which in itself is 
considered by many the original disaster that spawned Europe’s “dark” 
century, the “age of extremes,” the “century of camps and genocides.” 
As a Swedish historian has put it, the Swedish Parliament’s recognition 
of the 1915 genocide in 2010 is “a good illustration of the force history 
can possess when Sweden, a country which for decades praised itself 
for having had no part in the great tragedies of modern European his-
tory, now has entered World War I, on the side of the victims and the 
injured.”8

Purpose, Aims and Argument of the Book

It is against this backdrop that activists in Greece and the Greek dias-
pora set their claim for the national and international recognition of 
their community’s experience as genocide. Though the Greek state rec-
ognizes two dates that commemorate the “genocide of the Greeks of 
Pontos” and the “genocide of the Greeks of Asia Minor by the Turkish 
state” respectively, the claim is mostly advanced by nonstate actors. 
Commemoration thereof is, despite the occasional lip service of politi-
cal leaders and government officials in Greece, mainly the concern of 
dedicated individuals and nongovernmental organizations. Meanwhile, 
despite the predictable Turkish efforts to discredit it, Greek mainstream 
historians, educators and influential commentators oppose this claim 
as founded upon “ahistorical and anti-scientific opinion.”9 An import-
ant objective of this book is to understand why the notion of the Greek 
genocide, or the Pontian and Anatolian Greek genocides, has become so 
contested. What are the reasons for what I call the Greek genocide nar-
rative’s impact on debates on the Greek past as well as the difficulties 
encountered in finding acceptance as true history and a valid “national 
memory”? An important analytical perspective is therefore political, 
which means paying attention to how the claim has been lobbied in 
political assemblies, as well as understanding the particular political 
context in which debates occur, and the cultural and historical circum-
stances that underpin them.

As the appearance of the Greek genocide issue in Swedish politics 
demonstrates, this is not a debate or a memory-political phenomenon 
that is confined to one national context. An important second cate-
gory of analysis is transnational or comparative, which is understood 
as the examination of links between the Greek activists and similar 
 memory-political initiatives among other ethnic groups. What is the 
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relation between the Greek genocide narrative and other histories of 
atrocity? Connected to this is a third category that might be called a 
science-sociological perspective, which analyzes the various academic 
responses to this claim, both in Greece and in the international commu-
nity of scholars that encounter it. Finally, there is also a fourth perspec-
tive, which has to do with education and historical sense-making. How 
is remembrance of the Greek genocide constructed, taught and made 
sense of by activists, scholars, educators, and others concerned with it?

It is not entirely possible to separate one perspective from another 
among those mentioned here. When a politician argues that the memory 
of genocide is paramount to national self-understanding, and of equal 
significance to internationally recognized cases, such as the Holocaust, 
he or she is using ideas about a cosmopolitan past to make sense of a 
national or ethnic experience. In a similar way, historians that take part 
in this debate do so not strictly as scholars weighing the evidence for or 
against a certain interpretation of history, but also as citizens concerned 
with how the past is used and what lessons should be handed down to 
society. Nonetheless, the reader of this book may find the distinctions 
useful. 

The debates explored here occur at a national as well as international 
level, and this has consequences for how remembrance of Greek suffer-
ing in Anatolia is represented, as the claims that fuel it move between 
different settings. In this way, this study brings attention to the making 
of a modern memory, in this case that of the Greek genocide, in its tran-
sition from a narrative of ethnic distinctiveness to transnational or cos-
mopolitan history, recognized as carrying universally valid experiences 
and values. A word is due about the concepts of cosmopolitanism and 
cosmopolitan memory. According to sociologist Ulrich Beck, cosmopol-
itanism refers to a process of “internal globalization” through which 
global concerns become part of the local (or national) experience of 
an increasing number of people.10 This notion has been elaborated by 
fellow sociologists Daniel Levy and Natan Sznaider, who have traced the 
emergence of “cosmopolitan memory” through the examination of how 
the Holocaust has been remembered and imbued with new meanings 
in different national societies. By cosmopolitanization they understand 
a sort of collective memory that has been “de-territorialized,” removed 
from its original historical and geographic context and made a universal 
concern for people in places far away. Remembrance of the event today 
known as the Holocaust is not the sole concern of Jewish victims and 
German perpetrators, and their descendants, as we have seen. 

What was once considered local concerns can in the age of global-
ization thus be made global concerns, as the quest for international 
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recognition of atrocities so aptly illustrates. Efforts to study, recognize 
and teach genocide are premised on the belief that knowledge about 
past atrocities will prevent similar crimes from happening in the future. 
The rise of the transnational human rights regime, which since the end 
of the Cold War has grown more prominent, enables local (ethnic or 
national) experiences to become part of a universally shared past and 
thus to matter to others than those immediately involved. According to 
Levy and Sznaider, rather than being erased in the age of  globalization, 
national and ethnic memories are transformed and subjected to a 
common patterning. “But in each case, the common elements combine 
with preexisting elements to form something new. In each case, the new 
global narrative has to be reconciled with the old national narratives, 
and the result is always distinctive.”11

I argue that the emergence of the notion of the Greek genocide offers 
a case in which this interplay between the global and the local, between 
universalism and particularism, can be studied and better understood. 
Remarkably little has been written about this phenomenon among 
scholars of modern Greece, who, to the extent that they attend to it, tend 
to dismiss it as a mere expression of nationalism resting on an unsub-
stantiated claim that is unworthy of scholarly inquiry.12 We know little 
of how the claim has been lobbied, its reception and the forces, interests 
and circumstances that have shaped its underpinning narrative. The 
quest for recognition is a dual process of nationalization and cosmopoli-
tanization of memory, or a certain interpretation of history. This means 
that activists strive to convince a national audience that the experience 
of genocide is paramount to the community’s self-understanding and 
merits a special place within the nation’s canon of memories. At the same 
time, they strive to make sense of this perceived genocidal  experience, 
and remembrance thereof, within a larger transnational context, with 
regard to audiences usually skeptical of nationalism. This is a process 
fraught with contradictions, which is why it is sometimes difficult to 
speak of one narrative of genocide, in the singular. Fierce controver-
sies over definitions, historical interpretation and representation, and 
whom to include or exclude from the circle of victims divide activists 
among themselves and challenge the idea of a unified memory of geno-
cide. Often, this discord results in part from exposure to the influence of 
cosmopolitan memory and contacts with other ethnic communities with 
similar agendas. The relations with similar  memory-political projects 
offer a key toward understanding how “ethnic memories” are cosmopol-
itanized in a broader transnational perspective. 

Historical culture in Greece—that is, the totality of discourses 
through which a society understands itself, the present and the future 
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through interpreting the past—has often been described in terms of 
 ethnocentrism. Ever since scholars like Konstantinos Paparrigopoulos 
and Spyridon Zambelios stressed in the nineteenth century the continu-
ity of Hellenic culture as a way to bridge the gap between the classical 
civilization admired by Philhellenes and Westernizing Greeks, and the 
traditions of Orthodox Byzantium, the Greek school system has stressed 
the unique features of the nation’s historical experience. According to 
critics of this history education, this comes at the expense of broader 
European or world history perspectives, which might expand the mental 
horizons of students.13 Scholars of modern Greece have discussed the 
tendency toward what they call Greek exceptionalism, “an approach to 
Greek history focusing on its singularity that refuses to situate historical 
events in a broader comparative framework.”14 It is precisely this notion 
of exceptionalism—by no means exceptional to Greece—that makes rela-
tions to other memory communities important to study, as the idea of 
common fate may force Greek activists to re-conceptualize their notions 
of uniqueness. Sometimes this memory-work has other outcomes than 
what activists might have anticipated in the first place. These processes 
are little known and little studied. In that respect this book contributes 
to our understanding of a contemporary political as well as history- 
cultural phenomenon that is both national and transnational.

Terms and Theoretical Considerations: Genocide, 
Remembrance, Trauma

Before presenting the outline of this book, some recurring concepts 
need to be clarified. The first is that of genocide, which plays a cen-
tral role in the activism and debates that are analyzed throughout the 
book. The term was coined by Polish-Jewish lawyer Raphael Lemkin 
in his work Axis Rule in Occupied Europe, in 1944, to describe the 
ongoing Nazi annihilation of European Jewry, but reflected over two 
decades of Lemkin’s thinking on the “crime of barbarity.”15 It was sub-
sequently adopted and codified in the United Nations Convention on the 
Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide of 1948, whose 
Article 2 defines genocide as follows.

In the present Convention, genocide means any of the following acts commit-
ted with intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnical, racial or 
religious group, as such:
a. Killing members of the group;
b. Causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of the group;
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c.  Deliberately inflicting on the group conditions of life calculated to bring 
about its physical destruction in whole or in part;

d. Imposing measures intended to prevent births within the group;
e. Forcibly transferring children of the group to another group.16

Originally conceived of as a legal term to be used in the prosecution 
of individuals suspected of any of these acts, genocide has changed the 
way mass violence, in the past as well as in the present, is understood 
by scholars and laymen alike. It is, however, a concept that gives rise 
to inevitable controversies, political as well as academic. Its definition 
relies upon the intention of the perpetrator to “destroy, in whole or in 
part,” a certain group “as such.” It can be argued that an act of mass 
killing or policies that led to the mass death of a certain group was not 
genocide, because the perpetrators had some other “intent,” or because 
they intended to kill someone, but not any specified group “as such.” 
Another problem arises from the way in which the Soviets, contrary to 
Lemkin’s intentions, were able to compromise the definition by exclud-
ing political and social groups, for obvious reasons.17 Academics argue 
about whether the UN’s definition is too narrow, excluding virtually any 
atrocity that is not the Holocaust out of a misguided interpretation of 
the criteria and the original context in which it was conceived, or too 
broad, making the term vulnerable to rhetorical overuse, or as Frank 
Chalk and Kurt Jonassohn put it “devoid of all cognitive content,” 
communicating “nothing but the author’s disapproval.”18 Others still 
question the term’s value as a guide to historical interpretation. “In the 
end,” as Timothy Snyder puts it, “historians who discuss genocide find 
themselves answering the question as to whether a given event quali-
fies, and so classifying rather than explaining.”19 Snyder may be right 
in that a simple classification cannot substitute for an explanation of 
the complexities of each case, but his own preferred term “mass killing” 
raises more questions than it answers. Even though it is not the  purpose 
of this book to determine whether the violence against Ottoman Greeks 
was genocidal or not, it is perhaps inevitable to discuss the evidence 
supporting such an interpretation; something which I briefly do in 
Chapter 1. In any case, the disagreements and confusion surrounding 
the term suggests attention to how participants in debates about Greek 
genocide remembrance understand the concept itself.

Genocide is not a term confined to courtrooms and scholarly 
debates. As the case of the Holocaust’s legacies demonstrates, it also 
has a profound impact on what Levy and Sznaider call the modern 
 memory-scape, meaning that it has given a name to events that many 
people find important and deeply meaningful to remember. This relation 
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between genocide and remembrance brings us to the thorny topic of 
collective memory, which has generated a vast literature in the human-
ities and the social sciences. The term collective memory was suggested 
by Maurice Halbwachs in his seminal work, Les cadres sociaux de la 
mémoire, in 1925, by which he understood the process in which different 
collectives, from groups of two individuals to groups in their thousands, 
come together to remember. When such people lose interest, or move 
away, or die, or for any other reason cease to engage in these acts of 
shared remembrance, the collective dissolves, and so does the collective 
memory that bound the individuals together.20 Memory is thus a social 
as much as an individual process, something that continues to evolve, 
and is subject to changing circumstances. Often, memory is taken to 
be the opposite of history, understood as the scientific study of the 
past.21 Several historians have lamented the influence of the so-called 
memory boom, which they see as a perversion of historical knowledge in 
the service of identity politics, nostalgia, and other subjective truths.22 
While there are differences between history—as a profession with rules 
about evidence, publication, and peer review—and memory as a pro-
cess ungoverned by such rules, the distinction is not clear-cut. All his-
torians are in a sense the children of their own time and place, which 
means that they are hardly isolated from the concerns and convictions 
about the past of their social settings. It is useful to keep the distinc-
tion between the historian’s work and more general “memory-work” 
in mind, but this should not blind us to the many overlaps that exist 
between the two. Jay Winter has suggested the term “historical remem-
brance” to overcome the binary opposition between history and memory 
in the analysis of how people make sense of the past. By insisting on 
such sense-making as acts of remembrance, he argues for avoiding “the 
pitfalls of referring to memory as some vague cloud which exists with-
out agency, and to history as an objective story which exists outside of 
the people whose lives it describes.”23 I agree with his critique of the 
concept of collective memory as vague; something that also can be said 
for Levy’s and Sznaider’s concept of cosmopolitan memory, which is not 
always clear on who it is that remembers, but which I nonetheless find 
useful for my analytical purposes. Memories of events exist but they do 
not acquire meaning before someone actively remembers them. In this 
study I refer to public or other forms of remembrance, and historical 
culture. By the latter term, I understand the set of discourses through 
which broader collectivities, such as national, religious or political com-
munities, or individuals claiming to speak for such communities, make 
sense of themselves, their present and expectations of the future, by 
interpreting the past. Historical culture is the communicative context 
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in which history, or the narration of past events, is produced, mediated, 
discussed, and consumed. Dominant “grand” or “master” narratives 
provide a framework of interpretation through which individuals and 
collectivities remember, but the historical culture of any living society 
is also subject to change, as new political and cultural concerns, and 
demands from certain groups and international developments, chal-
lenge old certainties.24 This suggests attention to how domestic con-
cerns of national historical culture interact with those of other societies 
and a broader international community.

The concepts of genocide and memory come together in the notion of 
trauma, commonly understood as the (often involuntary) remembrance 
of dramatic events with disastrous consequences. Of specific interest to 
a study like this is Jeffrey C. Alexander’s notion of cultural trauma, or 
trauma drama. While traumas certainly haunt individuals with first-
hand experience of such events, and often their immediate relations, 
collective traumas do not exist in and of themselves; rather than being 
found they are made, in response to different political,  cultural and 
personal needs, which often change over time. Such collective trauma 
constructions, or cultural traumas, occur “when members of a collec-
tivity feel they have been subjected to a horrendous event that leaves 
indelible marks upon their group consciousness, marking their mem-
ories forever and changing their future identity in fundamental and 
irrevocable ways.”25 Seen from this perspective, it is important to ask 
why and under what circumstances such cultural traumas emerge—
or fail to develop and gain a wider acceptance. Alexander argues that 
every trauma claim faces certain challenges, if it is to be recognized as 
a wound to a broader collectivity than those who experienced the injury 
first hand. “It begins with defining, symbolizing, and dramatizing what 
‘happened’. In the course of this narration, the identity of the victims 
must be established, and so must the identity of the perpetrators … 
Finally, a solution appropriate to these three ‘facts’ must be proposed.”26 
Certainly, material resources, such as media access, and demographic 
strength of a given “trauma community” matter, but the crucial ele-
ment in the process is the making of a powerful narrative, a “cultural 
script” or drama, that tells the story of who did what to whom, and 
how society must respond if a collective identity is to be sustained. The 
truth of a cultural script depends, in Alexander’s view, not on its empir-
ical accuracy, but its symbolic power and enactment, framed against 
the background expectations of the audiences the claim must convince. 
Often it is the already established cosmopolitan trauma drama of the 
Holocaust that provides the templates into which activists inscribe 
their drama. “[Turkish leader Kemal Atatürk] was the Hitler of our 
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peoples,” a leading Pontian Greek lobbyist states in a letter addressed 
to Armenian activists, calling upon them to join forces in response to 
the European Holocaust Remembrance Day. “The European peoples, 
but also the Jewish people as well as the people of Israel … are obliged 
to say that Hitler was their Kemal.”27

The material used for this study is texts found in books, press cover-
age, websites, blogs, public speeches, articles, and writings by activists 
and their opponents on the subject of genocide remembrance. I analyze 
these texts with particular attention to the ways that people interpret 
historical events and use them to frame their arguments, and also to the 
historical, political and cultural contexts in which these debates occur. 
All translations from the Greek and other languages are my own, unless 
stated otherwise.

How this Book is Structured

Apart from the introduction, this book is divided into six chapters and a 
concluding discussion. Chapter 1, “Ottoman Twilight: The Background 
in Anatolia,” describes the chain of events leading up to the compulsory 
population exchange between Greece and Turkey, set against the back-
drop of Ottoman reform, war and collapse, and competing national aspi-
rations. Although not a primary purpose of the study, it also discusses 
possible interpretations of the violence that unfolded, so as to provide 
the reader with a basic understanding of the often complex historical 
issues evoked by later activists and others struggling to make sense of 
this past. 

Chapter 2, “‘Right to Memory’: From Catastrophe to the Politics of 
Identity,” examines the history of the Anatolian refugees in Greece and 
public remembrance of the expulsion, from the interwar years to the 
decade following the democratic breakthrough in 1974, and the coming 
of identity politics of the refugee descendants, notably the Pontian 
Greek community. In this chapter, I argue that the transition from the 
traditional authoritarian society to cultural and political pluralism had 
profound repercussions in national historical culture, as the dominant 
state narrative was challenged by alternative readings of the past. This 
development provides the immediate context in which a trauma narra-
tive of Pontian Greeks as the victims of genocide emerged in the 1980s, 
framed as a demand for the “right to memory.” 

In the following Chapter 3, “Nationalizing Genocide: The Recognition 
Process in Greece,” I examine the attempts to have the remembrance 
of this Pontian genocide, as well as a corresponding narrative about the 
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Catastrophe of the Greeks of Western Anatolia as genocide, acknowl-
edged as a national trauma. Separate remembrance days of these events 
were established by the Hellenic Parliament between 1994 and 1998, but 
a thaw in Greek-Turkish relations would change the preconditions for 
the recognition process. The core of the chapter is an analysis of the 
public controversy that erupted in 2001, when predominantly left wing 
intellectuals called the interpretation of the Asia Minor Catastrophe into 
question, leading to a significant backlash for the genocide narrative. 
The skepticism toward this trauma claim, or rather resistance from a 
competing trauma narrative, is analyzed as responding to a perceived 
attempt to exculpate Greek right wing nationalism from the charge of 
having caused the Asia Minor Catastrophe, thereby reintroducing a 
nationalist agenda into mainstream debate and history education. The 
deeper causes of opposition to recognition of this tragedy as genocide, 
often framed as a defense of genuine collective memory and “national 
self-knowledge,” are found in the history of the political Left’s relation to 
the Asia Minor question, as well as in the scholarly ideals of the “new his-
torians.” Both opponents to and, to some degree, supporters of the geno-
cide narrative sought to frame their arguments in an anti-nationalist, 
antiestablishment discourse. Nonetheless, ethnocentrism was at the 
heart of these arguments, as both the former and the latter revealed little 
in terms of familiarity with international scholarly debates on genocide. 

However, the relation between the notion of national suffering and 
histories of victimhood perceived as non-Greek would acquire a grow-
ing significance in debates concerning the Greek genocide(s) under the 
impact of official Holocaust commemoration. Chapter 4, “The Pain of 
Others: Empathy and the Problematic Comparison,” overlaps in some 
respects with the previous Chapter 3 but examines in greater depth the 
role played by the Holocaust and the Armenian genocide in these debates. 
These were not only the cases that activists of the Greek genocide nar-
rative turned to for historical analogies or inspiration, but also histories 
of victimhood where Greeks had been involved as either co-victims or 
bystanders. Thus the pain of Others became a mirror for national con-
cerns, making comparison an increasingly crucial part of arguments for 
and against the Greek genocide narrative. However, these comparisons 
involve their own set of ethical conundrums, which I argue might lead 
even well-intentioned debaters toward morally untenable positions. The 
official efforts to nationalize the Holocaust made it a contender for the 
sort of public commemoration that activists felt was being denied their 
own trauma, which played into the hands of right wing extremists, 
bent on pitting remembrance of Greek suffering against the cosmo-
politan memory allegedly imposed from abroad. However, this tainted 
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association with xenophobia could also work as an incentive to address 
more universal concerns previously neglected in the trauma narrative.

Chapter 5, “Becoming Cosmopolitan? The Americanized Genocide 
Narrative in the Diaspora,” broadens the perspective by examining how 
the Greek genocide narrative plays into diaspora concerns about Greek 
ethnicity in the United States. Seen against the backdrop of ongoing 
assimilation, the genocide narrative is analyzed as responding to a need 
for orientation in time and a reaffirmation of a Greek identity perceived 
to be in peril. It pays particular attention to the role played by a success-
ful Greek American novelist in popularizing the Pontian trauma drama, 
and also analyzes attempts to teach the Greek genocide narrative in an 
American school setting, while discussing factors involved in its inter-
national reception.

Chapter 6, “Three Genocides, One Recognition: The Christian 
Holocaust,” examines the politics of international academic recognition 
and the sometimes uneasy relationship between Greek activists and their 
Armenian and Assyrian counterparts. This is done through the analysis 
of the controversy that erupted within the International Association of 
Genocide Scholars (IAGS), in 2007, over a resolution that called upon 
the organization to extend its previous recognition of the Armenian 
genocide to the Greek and Assyrian tragedies as well. While accusing 
Armenian scholars and their supporters of denying victim status to the 
Ottoman Greeks, the advocates of the Greek genocide narrative also 
sought to enroll the Armenians as allies in the struggle for international 
recognition, by presenting the Greek, Assyrian and Armenian genocides 
as one, a “holocaust” targeting all Ottoman Christians. The strategy of 
placing one’s own community within an expanded circle of victims meant 
that elements in the trauma narrative that seem too ethnically peculiar 
came under attack from within activist circles. The consequences of the 
Greek genocide narrative opening toward identification with suffering 
Others are discussed toward the end of the chapter, before the book’s 
concluding part summarizes the findings of the study, and discusses the 
dangers involved in this sort of meaning-making memory.
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